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ROMOTE UPPER LIMB TRACKING

SYSTEM

ABSTRACT

system is using the knowledge of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN),

which is widely used in health care system recently. This system uses

two gyro sensors, integrated with light sensor and temperature sensor to

accomplish the task, which are tracking position of upper limb motion

and provide ambient environment data to the users. The purpose is to

provide a low cost and an efficiency health care system. This report will

first illustrate some basic introduction in Chapter 1, some reviewed

articles in Chapter 2. After that, the methodology of the system will be

discussed in detail in Chapter 3 such as the explanation of important

codes and description of GUI of the system. In Chapter 4, the results of

the experiment and discussion will be shown. Finally, Chapter 5 will be

the conclusion and future recommendation for the designed system. The

whole programming codes will be presented in the Appendix. The

method is superior in its simplicity to be implemented and the great

saving of hardware cost. Thus, with these two advantages, the system is

more valuable compared with the others application which are available

in the current market.  
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CHAPTER 1

1INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The development of the wireless technologies and the advance of

electronics have allowed us to develop many systems to reduce

constructed by many sensor nodes. Before WSN, wired technology has

been adopted to set up machines. Because of long wire bundles represent

a significant installation and long term maintenance cost, it also subject

to breakage and connector failures, so limiting the number of sensors

that may be deployed, and therefore reducing the overall quality of the

data reported. Wireless sensing networks can eliminate these costs, 

easing installation and eliminating connectors. [1]  

A sensor node, also known as a mote, is a node in a WSN that is

capable of performing, processing, gathering sensory information and

communicating with other connected nodes in the network. The main

components of a sensor node are microcontroller, transceiver, external

memory, power source and sensors. [2]
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CHAPTER 2

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

2.1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

A wireless sensor network is a collection of nodes organized into a

cooperative network. Each node consists of processing capability (one or

more microcontrollers, CPUs or DSP chips), may contain multiple types

of memory (program, data and flash memories), have a RF transceiver

(usually with a single omni-directional antenna), have a power source

(e.g., batteries and solar cells), and accommodate various sensors and

actuators. The nodes communicate wirelessly and often self-organize

after being deployed in an ad hoc fashion. [3]

A wireless sensor network (WSN) generally consists of a base

sensors via a radio link. The base station normally serves to

communicate data and commands to the sensor nodes. Meanwhile, the

base station is also used to transmit data to a higher-level control or

monitoring system (e.g. Computer). Data is collected at the wireless

sensor node, compressed, and transmitted to the gateway directly or, if

required, uses other wireless sensor nodes to forward data to the gateway.

The transmitted data is then presented to the system by the gateway

connection. The user also can access the base station through the control

system and view the information from the sensor nodes. The ideal
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wireless sensor is networked and scaleable, consumes very little power,

is smart and software programmable, capable of fast data acquisition,

reliable and accurate over the long term, costs little to purchase and

install, and requires no real maintenance. [1]  

This technology is exciting with unlimited potential for numerous

application areas including environmental, medical, military, 

transportation, entertainment, crisis management, homeland defence, and

smart spaces. 

There are few types of topology in WSN and they will be

discussed briefly in the following paragraph.  

A star network (Figure 2.1) is a communications topology where a

single base station can send and/or receive a message to a number of

remote nodes. The remote nodes can only send or receive a message

from the single base station; they are not permitted to send messages to

each other. The advantage of this type of network for wireless sensor

power consumption to a minimum. It also allows for low latency

communications between the remote node and the base station. The

disadvantage of this kind of network is that the base station must be

within radio transmission range of all the individual nodes and is not as

robust as other network. [1]
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only, adding additional nodes has very little impact on bandwidth, and it

prevents network collisions because of the media access method or

architecture required. The disadvantages are data packets must pass

through every computer between the sender and recipient therefore this

makes it slower, if any of the nodes fail then the ring is broken and data

cannot be transmitted successfully, it is difficult to troubleshoot the ring, 

because all stations are wired together, to add a station you must shut

down the network temporarily, in order for all computers to

communicate with each other, all computers must be turned on, and it

total dependence upon the one cable. [4]

2.1.2 The Application of WSNs

Area monitoring: The area monitoring is a common application of

WSNs. In area monitoring, the WSNs is deployed over a region where

some phenomenon is to be monitored. A military example is the use of

sensors to detect enemy intrusion; a civilian example is the geo-fencing

of gas or oil pipelines. [7]

Air pollution monitoring: The Wireless sensor networks have been

deployed in several cities like Stockholm, London or Brisbane to

monitor the concentration of dangerous gases for citizens. [7]

Forest fires detection: A network of Sensor Nodes can be installed in a

forest to control when a fire has started. The nodes will be equipped with

sensors to control temperature, humidity and gases which are produced

by fire in the trees or vegetation. This technology helps the fire brigade

able to know when a fire is started and how it is spreading. [7]
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Machine health monitoring: Wireless sensor networks have been

developed for machinery condition-based maintenance (CBM) as they

offer significant cost savings and enable new functionalities. In wired

systems, the installation of enough sensors is often limited by the cost of

wiring. Previously inaccessible locations, rotating machinery, hazardous

or restricted areas, and mobile assets can now be reached with wireless

sensors. [7]

Landslide detection: A landslide detection system, makes use of a

wireless sensor network to detect the slight movements of soil and

changes in various parameters that may occur before or during a

landslide. And through the data gathered it may be possible to know the

occurrence of landslides long before it actually happens. [7]

They are also used in green house monitoring, water or wastewater

monitoring, agriculture and many more.
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2.2 Hardware

2.2.1 Classroom Kits

The classroom kits (Figure 2.4) are a WSN that designed specifically for

the classroom or teaching lab. This kind of WSN is in conjunction with

the MoteWorksTM TinyOS based software platform, are ideal for the

classroom. Classroom kits allow students develop and build prototype

sensor networks individually or in group easily.  

The IRIS, MICAz and MICA2 motes are the hardware platform of

choice for a large number of wireless sensor network research papers

published globally, as well as large-scale testbed deployment. The

hardware, mesh networking software and training materials allow

educators to develop and set up a comprehensive class and lab for

leading edge wireless sensor network technology.  

The classroom kits have the benefits of typical teaching lab or

sensor class project, getting the students up and running quickly and

economically. Students will benefit from comprehensive hands-on

training involving all aspects of both the hardware and software

application. 
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Figure 2.3: Classroom Kits (For WSN)

2.2.2 ZigBee

ZigBee, also known as 802.15.4 is a network communication protocol

developed by the ZigBee Alliance. Unlike the other network protocols

available nowadays e.g. Bluetooth, ZigBee is targeting the wireless

programming for industrial usage. It promotes programs which minimise

power usage, data exchange and safe transmitting of data. ZigBee

employs mesh network topology which allows the integration of

unlimited number of connections to the network.  

2.2.3 MEMSIC Technology

MEMSIC Technology is one of the industry leaders in supplying

wireless sensor modules. These motes use TinyOS, a dialect of

programming language C, as their program code which used to program

the motes to accomplish various task.  
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2.2.4 Sensorboard

In most application, the IRIS mote and MDA 100CB sensor board were

utilised to do the testing and experimenting for the various tasks. Both

objects were purchased from MEMSIC technologies. The IRIS mote

enabled ZigBee networking and has an indoor operating range of 30

meters. The MDA 100CB had an integrated temperature and light sensor. 

It also has a prototyping area which had 51 pins for other sensors to be

integrated to the board. The prototyping area allowed us to add other

sensors to the board and acquire the sensor data. In this case, we use the

gyro sensors. The IRIS is a 2.4 GHz Mote used for enabling low-power

wireless sensor networks. Available as a module (M2110) or board-level

platform (XM2110), IRIS provides us with high-level functional

integration designed to optimize the addition of wireless mesh

networking technology to a wide variety of custom sensing applications

providing up to three times improved radio range and twice the program

memory over previous generations of  MICA Motes.  

Figure 2.4: IRIS
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Figure 2.5: MDA100CB

For the base station, the MIB520 is chosen. The MIB520 provides

USB connectivity to the IRIS and MICA family of Motes for

communication and in-system programming. It supplies power to the

devices through USB bus.

Figure 2.6: MIB520
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2.2.5 Sensors

For the sensors, two dual-axis gyro sensors are implemented which are

LPR550AL [8] and LPY550AL [8] from STMicroelectronics. LPR550AL

which measures the angular rates of rotation about the Pitch (x) and Roll

(y) axes while LPY550AL measures the angular rates of rotation about

the Pitch (x) and Yaw (z) axes. Both sensors have two separate analog

voltage outputs for each axis provide angular velocity ranges of ±500°/s

and ±2000°/s. 

  

Both sensors have the following features:

2.7 V to 3.6 V single-supply operation

Wide operating temperature range(-40 C to +85 C)

High stability over temperature

Analog absolute angular-rate output

Two separate outputs for each axis(1x and 4x amplified)

Integrated low-pass filters

Low power consumption

Embedded power-down

Embedded self-test

High shock and vibration survivability

Both sensors provide excellent temperature stability and high

resolution over an extended operating temperature range (-40 °C to

+85 °C). They have a full scale of ±500°/s and are capable of detecting

rates with a -3 dB bandwidth up to 140 Hz. The gyroscope is the

combination of one actuator and one accelerometer integrated in a single

micromachined structure. They include a sensing element composed by

single driving mass, kept in continuous oscillating movement and able to
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react when an angular rate is applied based on the Coriolis principle. A

CMOS IC provides the measured angular rate to the external world

through an analog output voltage, allowing high level of integration and

production trimming to better match sensing element characteristics. 

y leverages on robust and mature manufacturing

process already used for the production of micro-machined

accelerometers. 

  

Figure 2.7: LPR550AL and LPY550AL

The L3G4200D is a low-power three-axis angular rate sensor. It includes

a sensing element and an IC interface capable of providing the measured

angular rate to the external world through a digital interface (I2C/SPI).

The sensing element is manufactured using a dedicated micro-

machining process developed by STMicroelectronics to produce inertial

sensors and actuators on silicon wafers.  
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The IC interface is manufactured using a CMOS process that

allows a high level of integration to design a dedicated circuit which is

trimmed to better match the sensing element characteristics. 

The L3G4200D has a full scale of ±250/±500/±2000 dps and is

capable of measuring rates with a user-selectable bandwidth. 

The L3G4200D is available in a plastic land grid array (LGA)

package and can operate within a temperature range of -40 °C to +85 °C.

It contains 8-bit temperature data output and two digital output

lines (interrupt and data ready). Its applications include gaming and

virtual reality input devices, motion control with MMI (man-machine

interface), GPS navigation systems, appliances and robotics.  

Figure 2.8: L3G4200D
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2.3 Software

2.3.1 Tiny OS

TinyOS is an open source which designed for wireless devices, for

examples like those used in sensor networks, ubiquitous computing, 

personal area networks, smart buildings, and smart meters. In this case, 

we use it for programming of our system (IRIS mote and base station). It

features a component-based architecture which enables rapid innovation

and implementation while minimizing code size as required by the

severe memory constraints inherent in sensor networks.  A worldwide

community from academia and industry use, develop, and support the

operating system as well as its associated tools, averaging 35,000

downloads a year.

TinyOS is an embedded operating system written in

the nesC programming language as a set of cooperating tasks and

processes. TinyOS started as a collaboration between theUniversity of

California, Berkeley in co-operation with Intel Research and MEMSIC

Technology, and has since grown to be an international consortium, the

TinyOS Alliance. [9]

2.3.2 LabVIEW

LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench)

is a comprehensive development environment that provides engineers

and scientists unprecedented hardware integration and wide-ranging

compatibility from National Instruments. LabVIEW inspires us to solve

problems, accelerate our productivity, and gives the confidence to
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continually innovate to create and deploy measurement and control

systems. The purpose of such programming is automating the usage of

processing and measuring equipment in any laboratory setup. It is a

strong program that allows us to design Graphical User Interface (GUI)

nicely and easier.

  

LabVIEW ties the creation of user interfaces (called front panels)

into the development cycle. LabVIEW programs/subroutines are called

virtual instruments (VIs). Each VI has three components: a block

diagram, a front panel and a connector panel. The last is used to

represent the VI in the block diagrams of other, calling VIs. Controls and

indicators on the front panel allow an operator to input data into or

extract data from a running virtual instrument. However, the front panel

can also serve as a programmatic interface. Thus a virtual instrument can

either be run as a program, with the front panel serving as a user

interface, or, when dropped as a node onto the block diagram, the front

panel defines the inputs and outputs for the given node through the

connector panel. This implies each VI can be easily tested before being

embedded as a subroutine into a larger program. [10]

2.4 Current Upper Limb Tracking Technologies

2.4.1 Kinematic Model Aided Inertial Motion Tracking of Human

Upper Limb [11]

Kinematic Model

Human arm movements can be represented by kinematic chains. The

kinematic chain of our concern consists of six joint variables, i.e. three

for the shoulder and the others for the elbow. Note, the proposed system
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is outstanding from any other existing 7 degree-of-freedom limb model
[12], where in the latter the motion of the elbow joint only has one degree-

of-freedom. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention and methodology

[13], [14] can be used to derive the arm kinematics. 

Figure 2.9: Kinematics of A Two-joint Human Arm
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Forward kinematics

Figure 2.10: A desk lamp attached with a MT9 sensor and three CODA

markers

The forward kinematics specifies the Cartesian position and

orientation of the local frame attached to the human arm relative to the

base frame which is attached to the still joint (shoulder). They are

provided by multiplying a series of matrices parameterised by joint

angles. The coordinate frames and their transformation are illustrated in

Figure 2.10. It is intended to construct the transform that defines frame i

to the frame i-1, where i = 1,2,3. In fact, there are two links in this

particular case, whereas an inertial sensor (MT9-B, Xsens Dynamics

Technologies, Netherlands) is presumably placed upon an area adjacent
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to the human wrist joint. Based on the DH convention, we have a general

transformation from joint i to joint i+1 as

     (1)

where c and s stand for the cosine and sine functions respectively. and

are rotating angles in the local frame i. Therefore, one will have

multiplied link transformations as follows

        (2)

where L1 is the distance between the centres of the shoulder and

the elbow joints, and L2 is the distance between the elbow joint and the

inertial sensor.

From Eq. (2), the position and orientation of the end-effector (the

inertial sensor) can be determined if all the joint angles are available. In

real application, however, the situation is totally different. In other words, 

the position or orientation of the end-effector is known by some means
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but the joint angles or the position of the elbow need to be derived. To

accomplish this, the inverse kinematics of human arm is investigated. 

Inverse kinematics

Let the coordinates of the elbow joint and the sensor be denoted

by p1(x1, y1, z1) and p2(x2, y2, z2), where the latter can be obtained by

using the following approximation

                      (3)

where ti and ti+1 are two time instants, and a is the combinatorial

acceleration represented as

                                             (4)

where R is the rotation matrix relating the sensor body-fixed frame to the

earth bound frame, ã is the tri-axial acceleration vector detected in the

sensor body-fixed frame, and g is the gravity vector. [15]

Then, one can have projected coordinates on three orthogonal

planes, i.e. x-y plane

                      (5)

y-z plane

                         (6)
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x-z plane

                         (7)

where Øx , Øy , and Øz are the Euler angles of the sensor around x-, y- and

z-axis, respectively. 

Next goal is to estimate the elbow position. Indeed, the solution

for the elbow position (x1, y1, z1) is sought using the conditions as

follows:

If , then

                                                      (8)

When , or

          (9)

Otherwise, if , or

       (10)

The tri-axial gyros in the inertial sensor supply the turning rates, 

which can be integrated to be angular variations using the updating

equation as

                                               (11)
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where is the derivative of the Euler angles in terms of time,

b is the reading of the gyros, and the rotation rate transformation matrix

from the body to world frame is given as

                       (12)

Finally, the solutions for y and z will be explicitly available, where

                    (13)

This technique allows the signs of x1, y1 and z1 to be correctly

determined whilst removing the redundancy of the non-linear system. 

2.4.2 Motion Measurement of Human Upper Limb Based on

Electromagnetic Tracking System [16]

Kinematic model

Typically, the rigid-body model of the upper limb consists of three

segments: the upper-arm, the forearm and the hand. They are connected

by three main joints: wrist, elbow and shoulder contain seven mechanical

degrees of freedom (DoF). The human upper limb is described here as a

system of three segments (the upper arm, the forearm, and the hand) with

seven DoFs. The three DoFs in the shoulder can be attributed to

abduction -adduction, flexion-extension and external-internal rotation of

the humerus relative to the scapula (the shoulder joint here refers only to
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the glenohumeral joint). Two DoFs in the elbow joint correspond to

pronation-supination and flexion-extension, while two DoFs in the wrist

joint correspond to flexionextension and abduction-adduction. 

Definition of coordinate systems

A joint coordinate system was implemented to describe relative

angles between segments. The coordinate system defining each segment

is shown in Fig. 1, with joint flexion-extension measured about

themedial-lateral axis (z-axis); joint rotation about the longitudinal axis

(y-axis) and the final perpendicular axis (x-axis) determining

abduction¨Cadduction at the joint. [17]

Figure 2.11: Joint coordinate systems

Center of joints

The shoulder joint center is assumed to be 7 cm inferior to the

acromion measured by sensor. The elbow joint center is the middle

between the medial epicondyle and lateral epicondyle measured by
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sensors. The wrist joint center is the middle between the ulnar and radial

styloid measured by sensors. [18]

Joint coordinate systems

Now, the orientations of the joint coordinate systems at any time

can be calculated. The axes of the shoulder coordinate system (Figure

2.12) are defined as follow:

Axis Ys is vertical and upward.

Axis Zs is from left acromion to right acromion. 

                                                    (14)

Axis Zs is identified by:

                                                 (15)

They are the column vectors of the elbow rotation matrix:

                        (16)

The axes of the elbow coordinate system (Figure 2.12) are

calculated from the joint center positions. 

                           (17)
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(18)

                                 (19)

They are the column vectors of the elbow rotation matrix:

                     (20)

The axes of the wrist coordinate system (Figure 2.12) are defined

by:

                           (21)

(22)

                              (23)

They are the column vectors of the rotation matrix of the wrist

coordinate system:

                  (24)
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Calculation of joint angles

In order to calculate the joint angles, we assume there are two

same coordinate systems in each joint (shoulder, elbow and wrist). They

are: Shoulder coordinate S1 fixed on the trunk, S2 fixed on the upper

limb; elbow coordinate E1 fixed on the upper limb, E2 fixed on the fore

arm; wrist coordinate W1 fixed on the fore arm, W2 fixed on the hand. 

Sensor 1, 2, 3, 4 are respectively fixed on the trunk, upper limb, fore arm

and the hand. 

Relation between joint coordinate system and sensor coordinate system

Since relation between joint coordinate system and sensor

coordinate system in the same rigid body is invariable, they can be

expressed by rotation matrix and calculated by:

                                       (25)

                                       (26)

                                               (27)

                                       (28)

                                       (29)
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                           (30)

Attitude matrix of joint coordinate at any time

The Attitude matrix of each joint coordinate in global coordinate

system at any time can be calculated by:

                           (31)

                           (32)

                                         (33)

                           (34)

                           (35)

                           (36)

Rotation matrix of joint coordinate at any time

Rotation matrix of joint coordinate at any time can be calculated

by:

                              (37)
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                                 (38)

                                 (39)

Calculation of joint angles

Above-mentioned rotation matrix can be expressed by:

          (40)

In which, the 1around the z- 2around the y-axis, 

3 around the x-axis. The rotation sequence is z-, y- and x-axis. 

They are joint angle.

A program has been developed to calculate the joint angles by

using the data that electromagnetic system collected. The previous

algorithms have been implemented using the Visual C++ 6.0.

2.5 Tracking Technologies

Location tracking is not one, single technology. Rather, it is the

convergence of several technologies that can be merged to create

systems that track inventory, livestock or vehicle fleets. Similar systems

can be created to deliver location-based services to wireless devices. 

Current technologies being used to create location-tracking and location-

based systems include Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Global
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Positioning System (GPS), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), and

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). [19]

Geographic Information Systems (GIS): For large-scale location-

tracking systems, it is necessary to capture and store geographic

information. Geographic information systems can capture, store, analyze

and report geographic information. [19]

Global Positioning System (GPS): A constellation of 27 Earth-

orbiting satellites (24 in operation and three extras in case one fails).

A GPS receiver, like the one in your mobile phone, can locate four or

more of these satellites, figure out the distance to each, and deduce your

location through trilateration. For trilateration to work, it must have a

clear line of sight to these four or more satellites. GPS is ideal for

outdoor positioning, such as surveying, farming, transportation or

military use (for which it was originally designed). [19]

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID): Small, battery-less

microchips that can be attached to consumer goods, cattle, vehicles and

other objects to track their movements. RFID tags are passive and only

transmit data if prompted by a reader. The reader transmits radio waves

that activate the RFID tag. The tag then transmits information via a pre-

determined radio frequency. This information is captured and transmitted

to a central database. Among possible uses for RFID tags are a

replacement for traditional UPC bar codes. [19]

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN): Network of devices that

connect via radio frequency, such as 802.11b. These devices pass data
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over radio waves and provide users with a network with a range of 70 to

300 feet (21.3 to 91.4 meters). [19]
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CHAPTER 3

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Software

3.1.1 Programming

First of all, software MoteWorks is deployed. This software is come

along with the WSN device and it allows us to program the mote by

compiling nesC codes. NesC codes are the extend language of C and it

only used in programming WSN. One of the program included in

program into the mote via MIB520 programming board. In this section, 

the author will discuss some important code in programming part. The

compiled nesC code will show in Appendix C.

  

First of all, in order to easily integrate external sensors to the

wireless module, the following command are used.  

Call ADCControl.bindport(TOS_ADC2_PORT,

TOSH_ACTUAL_ADC2_PORT);

Call ADCControl.bindport(TOS_ADC3_PORT,

TOSH_ACTUAL_ADC3_PORT);

Call ADCControl.bindport(TOS_ADC4_PORT,

TOSH_ACTUAL_ADC2_PORT);
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Call ADCControl.bindport(TOS_ADC5_PORT,

TOSH_ACTUAL_ADC5_PORT);

Call ADCControl.bindport(TOS_ADC6_PORT,

TOSH_ACTUAL_ADC6_PORT);

As a result, GyroXC.nc, GyroXM.nc, Xaxis.nc, GyroYC.nc,

GyroYM.nc, Yaxis.nc, GyroZC.nc, GyroZM.nc and Zaxis.nc were

written to integrate the external sensor to the wireless module.  

After that, the author needs to let the chip on the IRIS mote knows

which pin to read the data from. Since ADC 1 is permanently connected

to the on-board temperature and light sensor, ADC 2, 4 and 6 are

selected as the pin to wire the sensors output to. So that the following

command are used.  

  

TOSH_ACTUAL_Xaxis_PORT = 2, 

TOS_ADC_Xaxis_PORT = 3, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Yaxis_PORT = 4, 

TOS_ADC_Yaxis_PORT = 4, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Zaxis_PORT = 6, 

TOS_ADC_Zaxis_PORT = 5, 

The first command is to indicate that the X-axis angular rate

output is wired to ADC 2 on the prototyping area of MDA 100CB sensor

board where the second command is to inform that it is a distinct sensor

and does not have any shared functions. 
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The sampling rate of the data can be controlled by changing the

value of the variable below in sensorboardApp.h file.

Uint32_t XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE = *****

The special symbols ***** are any number that the user desires. If

the user adopts high sampling rate, the number should decrease and vice

versa. Ones can simply increasing the number to save the power.  

After the code are finished, the task to synchronize the information

and transfer from wireless module to GUI need to be achieve. To achieve

this task, the unpacking of data is most importance. In the

sensorboardApp.h file, the data registered from the gyro sensors are

packed as the variable shown below and hence the packed data structure

for the packet is given by following command.  

typedef struct PData1 {

uint16_t vref;

uint16_t thermistor;

uint16_t photo;

uint16_t xaxis;

uint16_t yaxis;

uint16_t zaxis;

} __attribute__ ((packed)) PData1;

By using these commands, the bits of information are identified and can

be extracted easily using the array functions within LabVIEW and hence

the data can be shown. Next section will shown the design of GUI.
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3.1.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

LabVIEW is used to design our GUI. It is a strong program that

allows us to design GUI nicely and easier. Basically, the design contain

two pages, where page 1 will show all the ambient information (e.g. 

temperature, light condition and battery level) and presented them in

both wave graphs and values so that the user can read the data clearly.

Gateway VISA Resource (virtual port) must be chosen to connect WSN

device to LabView.  

Figure 3.1: Page 1 of LabVIEW GUI

the virtue

COM that used to connect base station with LabVIEW, the number of

COM different with different computer, for example, the virtue COM for
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select the page for viewing and the selected page will shown in the bar

temperate (Degree Celsius), light level (Percentage), and battery level

(Voltage). The boxes on the right show the data in numeric and the tanks

indicate battery left. 

On page 2, the angular rate of each axis will be shown in either

wave graph or value. There are also the ADC value which is the output

of ADC and zero level clear.

Figure 3.2: Page 2 of LabVIEW GUI

data such as X-axis angular rate (Degree/s), Y-axis angular rate

(Degree/s), and Z-

three axis angular rate and the boxes beside showing the angular rate in
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from the beginning.  

The overall block diagram for the GUI is shown below. 

Figure 3.3: GUI Page 2 Block Diagram

3.2 Hardware

as the author mainly in software parts. In this section, the hardware will

be roughly discussed.  
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3.2.1 Conceptual Design

Figure 3.4: Conceptual Design

From the concept design, the device is put on the position which near the

wrist. The device has a plastic cover, the reason of choosing plastic

cover is that plastic cover is more light compare to other material. The

sensor node (contains the sensors we need) is inside the plastic cover. 

There are batteries attached under the sensor node and it is also inside

the plastic cover. There is also a belt that is adjustable, so the device can

suit everybody. The belt connects to the plastic cover holder, so that the

device is hard to fall. 
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3.2.2 Actual Design

Figure 3.5: Actual Design

For the actual design, the IRIS mote and the sensors will put in the

plastic cover as shown in Figure 3.7. The blue belts are used to fix the

device to user. The position and pattern after the device fixed on the user

are shown in the figure below. 

Figure 3.6: Pattern and Positon
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CHAPTER 4

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Results

4.1.1 Expected Outcome

For RULTS, the data will transmit from the mote that attached on the

user to the computer using wireless sensor network concept. This

concept is to eliminate the wire distortion and improve the wireless

technology for the new era. Furthermore, wireless technology can be

proven to have high efficiency and accuracy as same as the wire

technology.

The purposes of RULTS are to enhance the usability for medical

industry and other several purposes. One of the criteria is that to monitor

the rehabilitation process of the user such as tracking the position of

upper limb of the user.

The user can know the data through PC end. It is highly innovate

in integrating WSN device to communicate to a single interface which is

through the software LabVIEW. This is also the reason that the value of

the RULTS compare to other products is difference. RULTS is essential
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for monitoring the information of the upper limb motion of the user and

update t

consultant knows the position easily. In addition, RULTS is targeting in

a low cost, light weight and high quality tracking device.

To use RULTS, firstly, set up the sensor nodes around the area

and then attach the product on upper limb of the user and finally set up

WSN device. When the user in the range of the nodes, it will transmit the

data (temperature, light level, battery life and angular rate) through

sensor nodes to the base station. Once the base station received the data, 

the data will show in PC end through the GUI that has been designed. 

The overall processes for RULTS will show in the figure below. 

Figure 4.1: Overall processes of RULTS
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Figure 4.2: System Block Diagram

4.1.2 Theoretical

As for the upper limb tracking technique, we might use Denavit-

Hartenberg (DH) [20] Parameters to acquire the position. 

The DH parameter is a technique used most in configuring robotic

arm where robotic arm is an application that mimics human upper limb,

so the DH parameter can help in calculating the position of the upper

limb. 

The principle of this technique includes forward kinematic and

inverse kinematic. The Forward kinematic is that if the link length of the

upper limb and the angle of each different axis are known, we can find

the position of the upper limb. The inverse kinematic means that the

position of upper limb is known and based on this, we can find out the

link length and angle of upper limb. 

In this section, the theory of forward kinematics is introduced. The

motion of human arm can be represented by kinematics chains, so that

the DH parameters and methodology can be used to derive the arm

kinematics. The figure below shows all the parameters. 
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Figure 4.3: Upperlimb parameters

By assuming the initial position of the arm (as shown in Figure 4.4)

and the corresponding angle, the DH Link Parameter Table 4.1 from the

joint i to joint i + 1 can be found and shown below. 

Figure 4.4: Initial Position of Upperlimb
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Figure 4.6: Position 1 & Position 2

    

For the experiment, the data are gathered while the user moving

his/her upperlimb. First, the time to reach the desired position is

measured using stopwatch. The GUI will show the value of angular rate

of each axis. Hence, by multiplying the angular rate and the time, the

position will be gained. The following graphs are the results of the

experiment. 

Figure 4.7: Battery Life (V)
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Figure 4.8: Temperature Value (°C)

Figure 4.9: Light Level (%)
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Figure 4.10: X-Axis Angular Rate (°/s)

Figure 4.11: Y-Axis Angular Rate (°/s)
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Figure 4.12: Z-Axis Angular Rate (°/s)

From the results above, all data can be received successfully.

Next, the task will be to calculate the angle of each link using the results

above. The table below shows the data value.

Table 4.4: The Data in Position 1

Subject Angular Rate (°/s) Time Spent (s) Angle (°)

X-Axis -340 0.27 -91.8

Y-Axis -340 0.3 102

Z-Axis -260 0.2 52

Table 4.5: The Data in Position 2

Subject Angular Rate (°/s) Time Spent (s) Angle (°)

X-Axis 200 0.45 90

Y-Axis -340 0.3 102

Z-Axis 260 0.2 52
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4.2 Discussion

After the experiment, the result may be slightly difference from the

theoretical value, and this may due to other external factors. The

discrepancy of the value might be caused by the low power source

supplied that ran out faster than normal condition. The reason is because

the 3V power supply is used to power the wireless sensor mote and two

dual-axis gyroscope. The voltage drop of the battery will be about 30%

faster than normal condition. Other than that, the ADC will show

difference ADC value each time when we generate the experiment, so a

zero level clearance is needed to solve this problem, but as a result, some

errors appeared.

The author found out that the mainly problem in this project is the

battery life. The battery used in this system is 3V AA, they need to

power not only for the mote but also the two gyro sensors (LPR550AL

and LPY550AL). The gyro sensors can only be operated between

2.7~3.6V, so when the battery voltage drop to below 2.7V, the gyro

sensors will not operate means that we cannot get the data. The battery

life will drop drastically at the same time.

The only way to solve the problem is to use external power supply

to supply power to the gyro sensors. After considering the weight and the

size of RULTS, this method is not suitable to be implemented as the

external power supply will cause the system to become bigger in size

and also heavier. The main purpose of the RULTS is to be attached to

the user and the user can walk around with the system, so the weight and

the size are crucial in this project. By comparing the importance between
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these two criterions, the author and his partner has decided to purchase a

rechargeable battery with higher capacity to prevent the dropping of the

battery life. 

There are two main problems encountered by the author during the

whole process. The first one is the nesC code. The author spent longer

time than expected in understanding the nesC language which is an

extension to the C programming language designed to embody the

structuring concepts and execution model of Tiny-Os. Although the

author has learnt C programming before, due to the complexity structure

and the nesC code is new to the author, the challenge is greater than

everything. With the resources available in the internet, the examples

and the perseverance of the author, the nesC code is finally been

understood and the codes for the system are written. The codes written

are successfully and will be shown in Appendix C.

The second problem is that the software LabVIEW from NI

(National Instrument) is also new to the author and never learned before.

After learning from the internet resources, examples and so on, the

author is able to design the GUI at last as shown in previous section. The

LabVIEW is a powerful software that allow user to design the GUI

easily.  

After all, the project is completed successfully although the time

spent on this project is longer than expected.  
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CHAPTER 5

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

In conclusions, the implementation of a wireless RULTS for motion

tracking based on wireless sensor network technology has been

completed. The whole project allowed author to acquire valuable

knowledge about the wireless sensor networks and learnt how to work

independently to use the knowledge for accomplishing the tasks. 

Throughout the whole process, the author has faced many

problems. All the skills acquired by the author are very relevant to the

industries nowadays and they will benefit the author without question. 

5.2 Future Recommendation

This system could perform limited functions such as detecting the

angular rate, sense the light level percentage and temperature around the

user, and also the battery life of the system. By comparing to other WSN

devices, the functions of the system are much lesser. Hence, the author

hereby recommended some others functions that can be integrated to

RULTS in the future and they are:
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The next system should be able to measure the time accurately. In

future, the time calculation function can be added in LabVIEW to

measure the time and  the position accurately. 

We could integrate the accelerometer and gyro sensor together to

obtain accurate position of the upperlimb.  

The main problem is power consumption. To increase the

performance and extend the usage time, we could add an external

power source to the system. The external power source must be as

small and light as possible.

The ADC value get from the gyro sensors are not accurate and

always oscillate at the first start of the system. Further

improvement must be carried out to solve the problem. 

More functions can be integrated into RULTS. The recommended

functionas are location tracking, detection of blood pressure and

heart beat by using sensors, and also foot balancing.  

The current RULTS could monitor single user at a time. The

system can be improved and to have the ability to monitor

multiple users at the same time. The system need to employ more

motes and all the data value can be viewed on the GUI.

The hardware part can be improved by using other lighter material

and redesign the arrangement to make the product smaller and

lighter.
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APPENDICES : NesC Code

MyApp.nc

#include "appFeatures.h"

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration MyApp {  

// this module does not provide any interface

}

implementation

{

components Main, 

TimerC,

Voltage, PhotoTemp, ADCC,

GenericCommPromiscuous as Comm, LedsC,

  MULTIHOPROUTER, MyAppM, QueuedSend, GyroXC,

GyroYC,GyroZC,

LEDS_COMPONENT

XCommandC, Bcast;  

Main.StdControl -> MyAppM;

Main.StdControl -> QueuedSend.StdControl;

Main.StdControl -> MULTIHOPROUTER.StdControl;

Main.StdControl -> Comm;

Main.StdControl -> TimerC;

LEDS_WIRING(MyAppM)
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//Include Leds

MyAppM.Leds -> LedsC.Leds;

// Wiring for Battery Ref

MyAppM.BattControl -> Voltage;   

MyAppM.ADCBATT -> Voltage;   

MyAppM.TempControl -> PhotoTemp.TempStdControl;

MyAppM.Temperature -> PhotoTemp.ExternalTempADC;  

MyAppM.PhotoControl -> PhotoTemp.PhotoStdControl;  

MyAppM.Light -> PhotoTemp.ExternalPhotoADC;  

  

MyAppM.XaxisControl -> GyroXC.XaxisStdControl;

MyAppM.Xaxis -> GyroXC.ExternalXaxisADC;

  

MyAppM.YaxisControl -> GyroYC.YaxisStdControl;

MyAppM.Yaxis -> GyroYC.ExternalYaxisADC;

  

MyAppM.ZaxisControl -> GyroZC.ZaxisStdControl;

MyAppM.Zaxis -> GyroZC.ExternalZaxisADC;

  

MyAppM.ADCControl -> ADCC;

MyAppM.Timer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];

// Wiring for broadcast commands. 

MyAppM.XCommand -> XCommandC;

MyAppM.XEEControl -> XCommandC;
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// Wiring for RF mesh networking. 

MyAppM.RouteControl -> MULTIHOPROUTER;

MyAppM.Send ->

MULTIHOPROUTER.MhopSend[AM_XMULTIHOP_MSG];

MULTIHOPROUTER.ReceiveMsg[AM_XMULTIHOP_MSG] -

>Comm.ReceiveMsg[AM_XMULTIHOP_MSG];

MyAppM.HealthMsgGet -> MULTIHOPROUTER;  

MyAppM.health_packet -> MULTIHOPROUTER.health_packet;

}

MyAppM.nc

#include "appFeatures.h"

includes XCommand;

includes sensorboardApp;

module MyAppM {

provides {

interface StdControl;

}

uses {

interface Leds;

interface MhopSend as Send;

interface RouteControl;
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interface XCommand;

interface XEEControl;

// Battery     

interface ADC as ADCBATT;

interface StdControl as BattControl;

//Temp

interface StdControl as TempControl;

interface ADC as Temperature;

//Light

interface StdControl as PhotoControl;

interface ADC as Light;

  

//GyroX

interface StdControl as XaxisControl;

interface ADC as Xaxis;

//GyroY

interface StdControl as YaxisControl;

interface ADC as Yaxis;

  

//GyroZ

interface StdControl as ZaxisControl;

interface ADC as Zaxis;

  

interface ADCControl;
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interface Timer;

command void health_packet(bool enable, uint16_t intv);

command HealthMsg* HealthMsgGet();

}

}

implementation {

  

enum { START, BUSY, BATT_DONE, TEMP_DONE,

LIGHT_DONE, Xaxis_DONE, Yaxis_DONE, Zaxis_DONE };

#define MSG_LEN 29  

TOS_Msg msg_buf;

TOS_MsgPtr msg_ptr;

HealthMsg *h_msg;

norace bool sending_packet,sensinginsession;

norace uint8_t state;

XDataMsg pack;  

bool sleeping; // application command state

static void initialize()

{

atomic
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{

sleeping = FALSE;

sending_packet = FALSE;

#ifdef APP_RATE

timer_rate = XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE;

#else   

#ifdef USE_LOW_POWER

  timer_rate = XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE  +

((TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS%255) << 7);

#else

  timer_rate = XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE +

((TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS%255) << 2);

#endif

#endif

sensinginsession=FALSE;

}

}

static void start()

{

atomic state = START;

call BattControl.start();  

call TempControl.start();  

call PhotoControl.start();

call XaxisControl.start();

call YaxisControl.start();

call ZaxisControl.start();

}

task void stop()
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{

call StdControl.stop();

}

task void battstop()

{

call BattControl.stop();

}

task void tempstop()

{

call TempControl.stop();

}

task void photostop()

{

call PhotoControl.stop();

}

task void xaxisstop()

{

call XaxisControl.stop();

}

task void yaxisstop()

{

call YaxisControl.stop();

}  

task void zaxisstop()

{

call ZaxisControl.stop();

}

/**********************************************************

******************
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* Task to xmit radio message

*

**********************************************************

******************/

task void send_radio_msg(){

uint16_t len;

XDataMsg *data;

uint8_t i;

if(sending_packet) return;  

call Leds.greenToggle();

atomic sending_packet=TRUE;   

data = (XDataMsg*)call Send.getBuffer(msg_ptr, &len);

for (i=0; i<= sizeof(XDataMsg)-1; i++)

  ((uint8_t*) data)[i] = ((uint8_t*)&pack)[i];

data->xMeshHeader.board_id = SENSOR_BOARD_ID;

data->xMeshHeader.packet_id = 1;      

//data->xMeshHeader.node_id = TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS;

data->xMeshHeader.parent    = call RouteControl.getParent();

data->xMeshHeader.packet_id = data->xMeshHeader.packet_id |

0x80;

  

// Send the RF packet!

if (call

Send.send(BASE_STATION_ADDRESS,MODE_UPSTREAM,msg_ptr,

sizeof(XDataMsg)) != SUCCESS) {

atomic sending_packet = FALSE;

//call Leds.yellowOn();
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call Leds.greenToggle();

}

return;

}

/**********************************************************

******************

* Initialize the component. Initialize ADCControl, Leds

*

**********************************************************

******************/

command result_t StdControl.init() {

  

atomic {

msg_ptr = &msg_buf;

}

// usart1 is also connected to external serial flash

// set usart1 lines to correct state

TOSH_MAKE_FLASH_OUT_OUTPUT();             //tx output

TOSH_MAKE_FLASH_CLK_OUTPUT();             //usart clk

sending_packet=FALSE;    

call BattControl.init();  

call Leds.init();

call TempControl.init();

call PhotoControl.init();

call XaxisControl.init();
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call YaxisControl.init();

call ZaxisControl.init();

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_Xaxis_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Xaxis_PORT);

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_Yaxis_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Yaxis_PORT);

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_Zaxis_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Zaxis_PORT);

call ADCControl.init();

initialize();

return SUCCESS;

  }

/**********************************************************

******************

* Start the component. Start the clock. 

*

**********************************************************

******************/

command result_t StdControl.start(){

call StdControl.stop();

h_msg = call HealthMsgGet();

h_msg->rsvd_app_type = SENSOR_BOARD_ID;

call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, timer_rate);

call health_packet(TRUE,TOS_HEALTH_UPDATE);
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return SUCCESS;  

}

/**********************************************************

******************

* Stop the component. 

*

**********************************************************

******************/

command result_t StdControl.stop() {

call BattControl.stop();  

call TempControl.stop();   

call PhotoControl.stop();

call XaxisControl.stop();

call YaxisControl.stop();

call ZaxisControl.stop();

return SUCCESS;     

}

/**********************************************************

******************

* Measure Temp, Light   

*

**********************************************************

******************/

event result_t Timer.fired() {

  call Leds.redToggle();
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if ( !sending_packet) {

start();

if (!sensinginsession){

call ADCBATT.getData();

atomic sensinginsession = TRUE;

}           //get sensor data;

}

return SUCCESS;   

}

/**********************************************************

******************

* Battery Ref  or thermistor data ready  

**********************************************************

******************/

async event result_t ADCBATT.dataReady(uint16_t data) {

if (!sensinginsession) return FAIL;

  call Leds.redToggle();

call Leds.yellowToggle();

atomic sensinginsession = FALSE;

atomic pack.xData.datap1.vref = data ;

post battstop();

atomic state = BATT_DONE;

call Temperature.getData();

return SUCCESS;

}
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/**********************************************************

******************

* Temperature ADC data ready  

* Read and get next channel. 

* Send data packet

**********************************************************

******************/  

async event result_t Temperature.dataReady(uint16_t data) {

atomic pack.xData.datap1.thermistor = data ;

atomic state = TEMP_DONE;  

call Light.getData();

return SUCCESS;

}

/**********************************************************

******************

* Photocell ADC data ready  

* Read and get next channel. 

* Send data packet

**********************************************************

******************/  

async event result_t Light.dataReady(uint16_t data) {

atomic pack.xData.datap1.photo = data ;

post photostop();               

post tempstop();      

atomic state = LIGHT_DONE;

call Xaxis.getData();
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return SUCCESS;  

}

/**********************************************************

******************

* Gyro ADC data ready  

* Send data packet

**********************************************************

******************/  

async event result_t Xaxis.dataReady(uint16_t data) {

atomic pack.xData.datap1.xaxis = data ;

post xaxisstop();

atomic state = Xaxis_DONE;

call Yaxis.getData();

return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t Yaxis.dataReady(uint16_t data) {

atomic pack.xData.datap1.yaxis = data ;

post yaxisstop();

atomic state = Yaxis_DONE;

call Zaxis.getData();

return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t Zaxis.dataReady(uint16_t data) {

atomic pack.xData.datap1.zaxis = data ;

post zaxisstop();
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atomic state = Zaxis_DONE;

post send_radio_msg();

TOSH_uwait(100);   

post stop();

call Leds.yellowToggle();

return SUCCESS;

}

/**

* Handle completion of sent RF packet. 

*/

event result_t Send.sendDone(TOS_MsgPtr msg, result_t success)

{

atomic {

msg_ptr = msg;

sending_packet = FALSE;

}

call Leds.greenToggle();

return SUCCESS;

}

/**  

* Handles all broadcast command messages sent over network.  

*

* NOTE: Bcast messages will not be received if seq_no is not properly
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*       set in first two bytes of data payload.  Also, payload is  

*       the remaining data after the required seq_no. 

*

* @version  2004/10/5  mturon     Initial version

*/

event result_t XCommand.received(XCommandOp *opcode) {

switch (opcode->cmd) {

case XCOMMAND_SET_RATE:

// Change the data collection rate.

timer_rate = opcode->param.newrate;

call Timer.stop();

call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, timer_rate);

break;

case XCOMMAND_SLEEP:

// Stop collecting data, and go to sleep. 

sleeping = TRUE;

call Timer.stop();

call Leds.set(0);

call StdControl.stop();

break;

case XCOMMAND_WAKEUP:

// Wake up from sleep state.

if (sleeping) {

  initialize();

  call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, timer_rate);

  sleeping = FALSE;
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}

break;

case XCOMMAND_RESET:

// Reset the mote now. 

break;

case XCOMMAND_ACTUATE: {

state = opcode->param.actuate.state;

if (opcode->param.actuate.device !=

XCMD_DEVICE_SOUNDER)

break;

}

break;

default:

break;

}     

      return SUCCESS;

}

event result_t XEEControl.restoreDone(result_t result)

{

  if(result) {

    call Timer.stop();

  call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, timer_rate);

  }

   return SUCCESS;
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}   

}

PhotoTemp.nc

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration PhotoTemp

{

provides interface ADC as ExternalPhotoADC;

provides interface ADC as ExternalTempADC;

provides interface StdControl as TempStdControl;

provides interface StdControl as PhotoStdControl;

}

implementation

{

components PhotoTempM, ADCC, TimerC;

TempStdControl = PhotoTempM.TempStdControl;

PhotoStdControl = PhotoTempM.PhotoStdControl;

ExternalPhotoADC = PhotoTempM.ExternalPhotoADC;

ExternalTempADC = PhotoTempM.ExternalTempADC;

PhotoTempM.InternalPhotoADC ->

ADCC.ADC[TOS_ADC_PHOTO_PORT];

PhotoTempM.InternalTempADC ->

ADCC.ADC[TOS_ADC_TEMP_PORT];

PhotoTempM.ADCControl -> ADCC;

PhotoTempM.TimerControl -> TimerC;

PhotoTempM.PhotoTempTimer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];
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}

PhotoTempM.nc

#define PhotoTempMedit 3

includes sensorboardApp;

module PhotoTempM {

provides interface StdControl as TempStdControl;

provides interface StdControl as PhotoStdControl;

provides interface ADC as ExternalPhotoADC;

provides interface ADC as ExternalTempADC;

uses {

interface ADCControl;

interface ADC as InternalPhotoADC;

interface ADC as InternalTempADC;

interface StdControl as TimerControl;

interface Timer as PhotoTempTimer;

}

}

implementation {

// Logs what the hardware is set up to do. 

    enum {

sensorIdle = 0,

sensorPhotoStarting, 

sensorPhotoReady, 
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sensorTempStarting, 

sensorTempReady, 

} hardwareStatus;

// Logs what a particular sensor is trying to do. When a single

// read completes the value reverts to idle.

typedef enum {

stateIdle = 0, 

stateReadOnce,

stateContinuous, 

} SensorState_t;

SensorState_t photoSensor;

SensorState_t tempSensor;

// TRUE when waiting for a sample to be read and another sample can

// not start. getSample will always be triggered again when this is

// true.

bool waitingForSample;

command result_t PhotoStdControl.init() {

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_PHOTO_PORT,

TOSH_ACTUAL_PHOTO_PORT);

call TimerControl.init();

atomic {

photoSensor = stateIdle;

};

dbg(DBG_BOOT, "PHOTO initialized.\n");     

return call ADCControl.init();

}
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command result_t PhotoStdControl.start() {

atomic {

photoSensor = stateIdle;

};

TOSH_SET_PHOTO_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

command result_t PhotoStdControl.stop() {

atomic {

photoSensor = stateIdle;

};

TOSH_CLR_PHOTO_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

command result_t TempStdControl.init() {

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_TEMP_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_TEMP_PORT);

call TimerControl.init();

atomic {

tempSensor = stateIdle;

};

dbg(DBG_BOOT, "TEMP initialized.\n");     

return call ADCControl.init();

}

command result_t TempStdControl.start() {
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atomic {

tempSensor = stateIdle;

};

TOSH_SET_TEMP_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

command result_t TempStdControl.stop() {

atomic {

tempSensor = stateIdle;

};

TOSH_CLR_TEMP_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

// Gets the next sample. Deals with which sample to get now

task void getSample() {

static bool photoIsNext; // which sample to take next

bool isDone;

isDone = FALSE;

atomic {

if (waitingForSample){

  // already doing something just wait for the timer to

  // complete

  isDone = TRUE;

};

if ((photoSensor == stateIdle) && (tempSensor == stateIdle)) {

  // Nothing to do. 

  isDone = TRUE;
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};

// When a sensor is idle the other sensor can start without

// waiting. 

if (photoSensor == stateIdle) photoIsNext = FALSE;

if (tempSensor == stateIdle) photoIsNext = TRUE;

};

if (isDone) {

  TOSH_MAKE_TEMP_CTL_INPUT();

return;

};

if (photoIsNext) {

// Time to take a light sample.

switch (hardwareStatus) {

  case sensorIdle:

  case sensorTempReady:

  hardwareStatus = sensorPhotoStarting;

  TOSH_SET_PHOTO_CTL_PIN();

  TOSH_MAKE_PHOTO_CTL_OUTPUT();

  TOSH_CLR_TEMP_CTL_PIN();

  TOSH_MAKE_TEMP_CTL_INPUT();

  call PhotoTempTimer.stop(); // just in case

  atomic {

   waitingForSample = TRUE;

  };

  photoIsNext = FALSE;

  if (call PhotoTempTimer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT,

10) != SUCCESS) {

   hardwareStatus = sensorIdle;

   post getSample();
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  };

  return;

  case sensorPhotoReady:

  atomic {

   waitingForSample = TRUE;

  };

  if (call InternalPhotoADC.getData() == SUCCESS) {

   photoIsNext = FALSE;

  } else {

   post getSample();

  };

  return;

  case sensorPhotoStarting:

  // This case is a bug in the calling application, it

  // has asked for another photo sample without waiting

  // for the results of the previous sample.

  case sensorTempStarting:

  // These are responsible for sampling again when

  // the timer ticks

  return;

};

};

if (!photoIsNext) {

// Time to take a temperature sample.

switch (hardwareStatus) {

  case sensorIdle:

  case sensorPhotoReady:

  hardwareStatus = sensorTempStarting;

  TOSH_CLR_PHOTO_CTL_PIN();
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  TOSH_MAKE_PHOTO_CTL_INPUT();

  TOSH_SET_TEMP_CTL_PIN();

  TOSH_MAKE_TEMP_CTL_OUTPUT();

  call PhotoTempTimer.stop(); // just in case

  atomic {

   waitingForSample = TRUE;

  };

  photoIsNext = TRUE;

  if (call PhotoTempTimer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT,

10) != SUCCESS) {

   hardwareStatus = sensorIdle;

   post getSample();

  };

  return;

  case sensorTempReady:

  atomic {

   waitingForSample = TRUE;

  };

  if (call InternalTempADC.getData() == SUCCESS) {

   photoIsNext = TRUE;

  } else {

   post getSample();

  };

  return;

  case sensorTempStarting:

  // This case is a bug in the calling application, it

  // has asked for another photo sample without waiting

  // for the results of the previous sample.

  case sensorPhotoStarting:
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  // These are responsible for sampling again when

  // the timer ticks

  return;

};

};

photoIsNext = (!photoIsNext);

return;

}

// After waiting a little we can take a reading

event result_t PhotoTempTimer.fired() {

switch (hardwareStatus) {

case sensorIdle:

case sensorTempReady:

case sensorPhotoReady:

  // Getting here is probably a bug

  break;

case sensorPhotoStarting:

  TOSH_SET_PHOTO_CTL_PIN();

  TOSH_MAKE_PHOTO_CTL_OUTPUT();

  TOSH_MAKE_TEMP_CTL_OUTPUT();

  TOSH_CLR_TEMP_CTL_PIN();

  TOSH_uwait(500);

  hardwareStatus = sensorPhotoReady;

  if (call InternalPhotoADC.getData() == SUCCESS) {

  // Trigger the read which will post a new sample

  TOSH_MAKE_TEMP_CTL_INPUT();

  return SUCCESS;
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  };

  break;

case sensorTempStarting:

  hardwareStatus = sensorTempReady;

  if (call InternalTempADC.getData() == SUCCESS) {

  // Trigger the read which will post a new sample

  return SUCCESS;

  };

  break;

};

// Failure of some sort try to sample again

atomic {

waitingForSample = FALSE;

};

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalPhotoADC.getContinuousData(){

atomic {

photoSensor = stateContinuous;

};

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalPhotoADC.getData(){

atomic {

photoSensor = stateReadOnce;
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};

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalTempADC.getData(){

atomic {

tempSensor = stateReadOnce;

};

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalTempADC.getContinuousData(){

atomic {

tempSensor = stateContinuous;

};

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

default async event result_t ExternalPhotoADC.dataReady(uint16_t

data) {

return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t InternalPhotoADC.dataReady(uint16_t data){

atomic {

waitingForSample = FALSE;
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switch (photoSensor) {

  default:

  case stateIdle:

  // Getting here with the sensor idle is probably a bug

  case stateReadOnce:

  photoSensor = stateIdle;

  break;

  case stateContinuous:

  break;

};

};

post getSample();

return signal ExternalPhotoADC.dataReady(data);

}

default async event result_t ExternalTempADC.dataReady(uint16_t

data) {

return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t InternalTempADC.dataReady(uint16_t data){

atomic {

waitingForSample = FALSE;

switch (tempSensor) {

  default:

  case stateIdle:

  // Getting here with the sensor idle is probably a bug

  case stateReadOnce:

  tempSensor = stateIdle;
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  break;

  case stateContinuous:

  break;

};

};

post getSample();

return signal ExternalTempADC.dataReady(data);

}

}

GyroXC.nc

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration GyroXC

{

provides interface ADC as ExternalXaxisADC;

provides interface StdControl as XaxisStdControl;

}

implementation

{

components GyroXM, ADCC, TimerC;

XaxisStdControl = GyroXM.XaxisStdControl;

ExternalXaxisADC = GyroXM.ExternalXaxisADC;

GyroXM.InternalXaxisADC ->

ADCC.ADC[TOS_ADC_Xaxis_PORT];

GyroXM.ADCControl -> ADCC;

GyroXM.TimerControl -> TimerC;
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GyroXM.GyroXCTimer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];

}

GyroXM.nc

#define PhotoMedit 3

includes sensorboardApp;

module GyroXM

{

provides interface StdControl as XaxisStdControl;

provides interface ADC as ExternalXaxisADC;

uses  

{

interface ADCControl;

interface ADC as InternalXaxisADC;

interface StdControl as TimerControl;

interface Timer as GyroXCTimer;

}

}

implementation  

{

// Logs what the hardware is set up to do. 

enum {

sensorIdle = 0,

sensorXaxisStarting, 
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sensorXaxisReady, 

} hardwareStatus;

// Logs what a particular sensor is trying to do. When a single

// read completes the value reverts to idle.

typedef enum {

stateIdle = 0,

stateReadOnce,

stateContinuous, 

} SensorState_t;

SensorState_t xaxisSensor;

// TRUE when waiting for a sample to be read and another sample can

// not start. getSample will always be triggered again when this is

// true. 

bool waitingForSample;

command result_t XaxisStdControl.init()

{

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_Xaxis_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Xaxis_PORT);

call TimerControl.init();

atomic xaxisSensor = stateIdle;

dbg(DBG_BOOT, "Xaxis initialized.\n");     

return call ADCControl.init();

}
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command result_t XaxisStdControl.start()

{

atomic xaxisSensor = stateIdle;

TOSH_SET_Xaxis_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

command result_t XaxisStdControl.stop()

{

atomic xaxisSensor = stateIdle;

TOSH_CLR_Xaxis_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

// Gets the next sample. Deals with which sample to get now

task void getSample()

{

TOSH_SET_Xaxis_CTL_PIN();

TOSH_MAKE_Xaxis_CTL_OUTPUT();

call GyroXCTimer.stop(); // just in case

if (call GyroXCTimer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT, 10) !=

SUCCESS)

{

   post getSample();

};

return;

}
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// After waiting a little we can take a reading

event result_t GyroXCTimer.fired()

{

  if (call InternalXaxisADC.getData() == SUCCESS)

  {

  // Trigger the read which will post a new sample

  TOSH_uwait(1000);

  return SUCCESS;

  };

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalXaxisADC.getData()

{

atomic xaxisSensor = stateReadOnce;

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalXaxisADC.getContinuousData()

{

atomic xaxisSensor = stateContinuous;

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

default async event result_t ExternalXaxisADC.dataReady(uint16_t

data)
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{

return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t InternalXaxisADC.dataReady(uint16_t data)

{

return signal ExternalXaxisADC.dataReady(data);

}

}

GyroYC.nc

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration GyroYC

{

provides interface ADC as ExternalYaxisADC;

provides interface StdControl as YaxisStdControl;

}

implementation

{

components GyroYM, ADCC, TimerC;

YaxisStdControl = GyroYM.YaxisStdControl;

ExternalYaxisADC = GyroYM.ExternalYaxisADC;

GyroYM.InternalYaxisADC ->

ADCC.ADC[TOS_ADC_Yaxis_PORT];

GyroYM.ADCControl -> ADCC;

GyroYM.TimerControl -> TimerC;
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GyroYM.GyroYCTimer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];

}

GyroYM.nc

#define PhotoMedit 3

includes sensorboardApp;

module GyroYM

{

provides interface StdControl as YaxisStdControl;

provides interface ADC as ExternalYaxisADC;

uses  

{

interface ADCControl;

interface ADC as InternalYaxisADC;

interface StdControl as TimerControl;

interface Timer as GyroYCTimer;

}

}

implementation  

{

// Logs what the hardware is set up to do. 

enum {

sensorIdle = 0,

sensorYaxisStarting, 
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sensorYaxisReady, 

} hardwareStatus;

// Logs what a particular sensor is trying to do. When a single

// read completes the value reverts to idle.

typedef enum {

stateIdle = 0, 

stateReadOnce,

stateContinuous, 

} SensorState_t;

SensorState_t yaxisSensor;

// TRUE when waiting for a sample to be read and another sample can

// not start. getSample will always be triggered again when this is

// true.

bool waitingForSample;

command result_t YaxisStdControl.init()

{

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_Yaxis_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Yaxis_PORT);

call TimerControl.init();

atomic yaxisSensor = stateIdle;

dbg(DBG_BOOT, "Yaxis initialized.\n");     

return call ADCControl.init();

}
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command result_t YaxisStdControl.start()

{

    atomic yaxisSensor = stateIdle;

TOSH_SET_Yaxis_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

command result_t YaxisStdControl.stop()

{

atomic yaxisSensor = stateIdle;

TOSH_CLR_Yaxis_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

// Gets the next sample. Deals with which sample to get now

task void getSample()

{

TOSH_SET_Yaxis_CTL_PIN();

TOSH_MAKE_Yaxis_CTL_OUTPUT();

call GyroYCTimer.stop(); // just in case

if (call GyroYCTimer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT, 10) !=

SUCCESS)

{

   post getSample();

};

return;

}
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// After waiting a little we can take a reading

event result_t GyroYCTimer.fired()

{

  if (call InternalYaxisADC.getData() == SUCCESS)

  {

  // Trigger the read which will post a new sample

  TOSH_uwait(1000);

  return SUCCESS;

  };

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalYaxisADC.getData()

{

atomic yaxisSensor = stateReadOnce;

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalYaxisADC.getContinuousData()

{

atomic yaxisSensor = stateContinuous;

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

default async event result_t ExternalYaxisADC.dataReady(uint16_t

data)
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{

return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t InternalYaxisADC.dataReady(uint16_t data)

{

return signal ExternalYaxisADC.dataReady(data);

}

}

GyroZC.nc

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration GyroZC

{

provides interface ADC as ExternalZaxisADC;

provides interface StdControl as ZaxisStdControl;

}

implementation

{

components GyroZM, ADCC, TimerC;

ZaxisStdControl = GyroZM.ZaxisStdControl;

ExternalZaxisADC = GyroZM.ExternalZaxisADC;

GyroZM.InternalZaxisADC -> ADCC.ADC[TOS_ADC_Zaxis_PORT];

GyroZM.ADCControl -> ADCC;

GyroZM.TimerControl -> TimerC;

GyroZM.GyroZCTimer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];
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}

GyroZM.nc

#define PhotoMedit 3

includes sensorboardApp;

module GyroZM

{

provides interface StdControl as ZaxisStdControl;

provides interface ADC as ExternalZaxisADC;

uses  

{

interface ADCControl;

interface ADC as InternalZaxisADC;

interface StdControl as TimerControl;

interface Timer as GyroZCTimer;

}

}

implementation  

{

// Logs what the hardware is set up to do. 

enum {

sensorIdle = 0,

sensorZaxisStarting, 

sensorZaxisReady, 
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} hardwareStatus;

// Logs what a particular sensor is trying to do. When a single

// read completes the value reverts to idle.

typedef enum {

stateIdle = 0, 

stateReadOnce,

stateContinuous, 

} SensorState_t;

SensorState_t zaxisSensor;

// TRUE when waiting for a sample to be read and another sample can

// not start. getSample will always be triggered again when this is

// true.

bool waitingForSample;

command result_t ZaxisStdControl.init()

{

call ADCControl.bindPort(TOS_ADC_Zaxis_PORT, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Zaxis_PORT);

call TimerControl.init();

atomic zaxisSensor = stateIdle;

    dbg(DBG_BOOT, "Zaxis initialized.\n");     

return call ADCControl.init();

}

command result_t ZaxisStdControl.start()
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{

atomic zaxisSensor = stateIdle;

TOSH_SET_Zaxis_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

command result_t ZaxisStdControl.stop()

{

atomic zaxisSensor = stateIdle;

TOSH_CLR_Zaxis_CTL_PIN();

return SUCCESS;

}

// Gets the next sample. Deals with which sample to get now

task void getSample()

{

TOSH_SET_Zaxis_CTL_PIN();

TOSH_MAKE_Zaxis_CTL_OUTPUT();

call GyroZCTimer.stop(); // just in case

if (call GyroZCTimer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT, 10) !=

SUCCESS)

{

   post getSample();

};

return;

}

// After waiting a little we can take a reading
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event result_t GyroZCTimer.fired()

{

  if (call InternalZaxisADC.getData() == SUCCESS)

  {

  // Trigger the read which will post a new sample

  TOSH_uwait(1000);

  return SUCCESS;

  };

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalZaxisADC.getData()

{

atomic zaxisSensor = stateReadOnce;

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

async command result_t ExternalZaxisADC.getContinuousData()

{

atomic zaxisSensor = stateContinuous;

post getSample();

return SUCCESS;

}

default async event result_t ExternalZaxisADC.dataReady(uint16_t

data)

{
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return SUCCESS;

}

async event result_t InternalZaxisADC.dataReady(uint16_t data)

{

return signal ExternalZaxisADC.dataReady(data);

}

}

Xaxis.nc

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration Xaxis

{

provides interface ADC as XaxisADC;

provides interface StdControl;

}

implementation

{

componenets GyroXC;

StdControl=GyroXC.XaxisStdControl;

Xaxis=GyroXC.ExternalXaxisADC;

}

Yaxis.nc

includes sensorboardApp;
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configuration Yaxis

{

provides interface ADC as YaxisADC;

provides interface StdControl;

}

implementation

{

componenets GyroYC;

StdControl=GyroYC.YaxisStdControl;

Yaxis=GyroYC.ExternalYaxisADC;

}

Zaxis.nc

includes sensorboardApp;

configuration Zaxis

{

provides interface ADC as ZaxisADC;

provides interface StdControl;

}

implementation

{

componenets GyroZC;

StdControl=GyroZC.ZaxisStdControl;

Zaxis=GyroZC.ExternalZaxisADC;

}
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appFeatures.h

/// FEATURE_LEDS -- powers up the LEDs for debugging purposes

#ifndef FEATURE_LEDS

#define FEATURE_LEDS       0

#endif

/// FEATURE_UART_SEND -- enable serial port debugging of a node

#ifndef FEATURE_UART_SEND

#define FEATURE_UART_SEND  0

#endif

/// FEATURE_SOUNDER -- enable test of speaker output

#ifndef FEATURE_SOUNDER

#define FEATURE_SOUNDER  0

#endif

#define SENSOR_BOARD_ID 0x91               //MDA300 sensor board

id

/** FEATURE_LEDS will enable debugging Leds when set to 1. */

#if FEATURE_LEDS

#define LEDS_COMPONENT LedsC,

#define LEDS_WIRING(X)        X.Leds -> LedsC;

#else

#define LEDS_COMPONENT NoLeds, 

#define LEDS_WIRING(X)        X.Leds -> NoLeds;

#endif
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sensorboardApp.h

typedef struct XMeshHeader{

uint8_t board_id;

uint8_t packet_id; // 3

//uint8_t node_id; // 3

uint16_t parent;

}__attribute__ ((packed)) XMeshHeader;

typedef struct PData1 {

uint16_t vref;

uint16_t thermistor;

uint16_t photo;

uint16_t xaxis;

uint16_t yaxis;

uint16_t zaxis;

/** unit16_t adc2;

unit16_t adc3;

unit16_t adc4;

unit16_t adc5;

unit16_t adc6;

**/

} __attribute__ ((packed)) PData1;

typedef struct XDataMsg {

XMeshHeader xMeshHeader;

union {

PData1    datap1;
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}xData;

} __attribute__ ((packed)) XDataMsg;

enum {

AM_XSXMSG = 0, 

};

enum {                                                                 

TOSH_ACTUAL_PHOTO_PORT = 1, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_TEMP_PORT = 1, 

                  

//TOSH_ACTUAL_Gyro_PORT = 2, 

//TOSH_ACTUAL_Gyro_PORT = 3, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Xaxis_PORT = 2, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Yaxis_PORT = 4, 

TOSH_ACTUAL_Zaxis_PORT = 6, 

//TOSH_ACTUAL_Gyro_PORT = 5, 

//TOSH_ACTUAL_Gyro_PORT = 6,                                          

};                                                                   

                                                                    

enum {                                                                 

TOS_ADC_PHOTO_PORT = 1, 

TOS_ADC_TEMP_PORT = 2, 

//TOS_ADC_Gyro_PORT = 3,                                            

TOS_ADC_Xaxis_PORT = 3, 

TOS_ADC_Yaxis_PORT = 4, 
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TOS_ADC_Zaxis_PORT = 5, 

//TOS_ADC_Gyro_PORT = 5, 

//TOS_ADC_Gyro_PORT = 6, 

//TOS_ADC_VOLTAGE_PORT = 7,  defined this in hardware.h

//TOS_ADC_Gyro_PORT = 8,                                              

};                     

TOSH_ALIAS_PIN(PHOTO_CTL, INT1);              

TOSH_ALIAS_PIN(TEMP_CTL, PW0);    

TOSH_ALIAS_PIN(Xaxis_CTL, PW2);

TOSH_ALIAS_PIN(Yaxis_CTL, PW3);

TOSH_ALIAS_PIN(Zaxis_CTL, PW4);

enum {

AM_XDEBUG_MSG    = 49, 

AM_XSENSOR_MSG  = 50, 

AM_XMULTIHOP_MSG = 51,         // xsensor multihop  

};

#ifdef APP_RATE

uint32_t XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE = APP_RATE;

#else

#ifdef USE_LOW_POWER

uint32_t XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE = 184320;

#else

uint32_t XSENSOR_SAMPLE_RATE = 1843;

#endif

#endif
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uint32_t  timer_rate;   

Makefile

include Makefile.component

include $(TOSROOT)/apps/MakeXbowlocal

GOALS += binlink

include $(MAKERULES)

Makefile.component

COMPONENT=MyApp

SENSORBOARD=mda100cb
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